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cat mummies from the louvre an archaeologist s diary - the cat mummies are amongst the many mummies of the mus e
du louvre however there isn t any information about them on the gallery labels or the museum website nothing regarding
their discovery or their date, music cat mummies at the louvre - cat mummies at the louvre portland oregon cat mummies
at the louvre is caley feeney and mary sutton based in portland or and los angeles ca formed in early 2015, department of
egyptian antiquities of the louvre wikipedia - the department of egyptian antiquities of the louvre of paris comprising over
50 000 pieces includes artifacts from the nile civilizations which date from 4 000 bc to the 4th century the collection among
the world s largest overviews egyptian life spanning ancient egypt the middle kingdom the new kingdom coptic art and the
roman ptolemaic and byzantine periods, mummy of a man louvre museum paris - depending on the period a mummy
could be covered a clothing a net of beads a mask or a decorated wooden plank or cartonnage during the ptolemaic period
various cartonnage elements were arranged on the mummy before it was placed in the coffin a description by greek
historian herodotus the historian herodotus visited egypt sometime around 450 bc, category egyptian mummies in louvre
wikimedia commons - media in category egyptian mummies in louvre the following 21 files are in this category out of 21
total cat mummies at louvre museum jpg 1 600 1 200 584 kb, a look at cat mummies on display around the world
catster - a group of mummified cats displayed at the louvre in paris includes some very well preserved specimens wrapped
snugly in criss crossing layers of linen and still graced with smooth cloth masks, ancient egyptian treasures at the louvre
ritournelle - ancient egyptian treasures at the louvre and finally the star of the louvre department of egyptian antiquities the
mummy and its mask canopic jars were used to store the viscera of the deceased for the afterlife the one with a hawk head
preserved the intestines and the one with a jackal head contained the stomach, the louvre egyptian art paris insiders
guide - 8 mummy man it s the only mummy in all of the louvre although many mummies were discovered they proved very
difficult to transport without destroying them this well preserved mummy is of a man who lived during the ptolemaic period
305 bce, cats in ancient egypt wikipedia - among the mummified animals excavated in gizeh the african wildcat felis
lybica is the most common cat followed by the jungle cat felis chaus in view of the huge number of cat mummies found in
egypt the cat cult was certainly important for the country s economy as it required breeding of cats and a trading network for
the supply of food, louvre museum official website - the louvre is open every day except tuesday from 9 a m to 6 p m
night opening until 9 45 p m on wednesdays and fridays free admission on the first saturday of each month, a real mummy
at the louvre in paris france - this is a short video clip of a real mummy at the louvre museum in paris france it was very
interesting to see, egyptian cat mummy louvre museum france egyptian - egyptian mummy from the louvre i have been
fascinated by mummy s ever since i was a small child and saw photos in a national geographic magazine i saw my first
mummy on reading rainbow egyptian mummy from the louvre there s also a great mummy exhibition at the smithsonian i will
have to dig up my old pictures no pun intended, ancient egyptian mummy at the louvre has a face covered by - ancient
egyptian mummy at the louvre has a face covered by an unusual interwoven square pattern the mummy of a man at louvre
author zubro cc by sa 3 0 as the museum reports x rays have shown that the mummy was an adult who probably lived
during the ptolemaic period of ancient egypt that is between 305 bc to 30 bc
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